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Abstract

In reflective programming languages it is possi-

ble for a program to generate code that is inte-

grated into the program’s own execution. We in-

troduce a reflective version of the relational alge-

bra. Reflection is achieved by storing and manip-

ulating relational algebra programs as relations in

the database. We then study the expressibility and

complexity of the reflective algebra thus obtained.

It turns out that there is a close correspondence

between reflection and bounded looping. We also

discuss the applicability of the reflective algebra.

1 Introduction

The concept of reflection has received attention

in different areas of computer science. It pro-

vides powerful tools to solve problems in, e.g., the

construction of interpreters [AR89], polymorphism

[S+90], Logic, and A.I. [MN88]. In this paper

we will be only interested in linguistic reflection

[S+92]. A programming language offers this type

of reflection if it provides special constructs that al-

low a program to generate code that is integrated

into the program’s own execution. The met a-
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programming constructs provided in various lan-

guages for logic or functional programming (e.g.,

eval in Lisp and clause in Prolog) are a simple

and good example.

The essence of reflection is that programs can

be treated as data and vice versa. This idea is of

course as old as the concept of computation itself,

dating back to the Universal Turing Machine and

the von Neumann architecture. For example, it

is straightforward to write an interpreter for Pas-

cal programs in Pascal. Indeed, adding reflective

features to a comput ationally complete language

will not enhance its expressive power (although

of course it will allow a more succinct expression

of certain constructions. ) This is no longer true,

however, if we work with languages that are not

comput at ion ally complete. In this paper, we will

study reflective programming in the context of the

relational algebra. Programs in the relational alge-

bra express queries, and it is well-known that the

relational algebra cannot express all computable

queries. Examples of queries that cannot be ex-

pressed are transitive closure and parity.

The key observation on which our work is based

is that it is not difficult to define a format in which

relational algebra programs can be stored into rela-

tions [SVGG93]. Reflective capabilities can thus be

added to the relational algebra simply by providing

an evaluation operator, which executes its argu-

ment relation cent aining a program. Importantly,

relations containing programs can be created and

manipulated in just the same way as relations con-

taining ordinary data. In particular, program re-

lations can be constructed by means of relational

algebra computations taking ordinary relations as

input. By making novel use of identifier creation

mechanisms known from object-oriented query lan-

guages, this turns out to be possible in an effective

and convenient way.
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In the reflective relational algebra thus obtained,

one can create and manipulate programs in combi-

nation with ordinary data, and execute them dy-

namically. Since it is thus possible to specify pro-

grams, the structure or length of which depends

on the size of the database, reflection yields an in-

crease in expressive power. Specifically, we show

that using reflection, bounded looping can be sim-

ulat ed. With bounded looping, one can express a

variety of queries that are not expressible in the re-

lational algebra [Cha81]. For example, all fixpoint

queries (in particular transitive closure) and parity

can be expressed.

We also prove a converse of the above-stated re-

sult. Specifically, we show that every “ordinary”

query, expressed by a program in the reflective al-

gebra, can be expressed by a bounded 100P pro-

gram. So, in a sense that will be made precise,

adding reflection to the relational algebra is equiv-

alent to adding bounded looping. This close cor-

respondence between reflection and bounded loop-

ing will also allow to determine the computational

complexity of the reflective algebra. The notion

of e~pression complexity [Var82] will be relevant in

this respect.

In the initial stages of this investigation, we took

inspiration from recent work by Ross [Ros92] on an

algebra for first-order logic with higher-order syn-

tax. He extended the relational algebra to deal

wit h relations cent aining relation names. Since re-

lation names are special cases of relational algebra

programs, Ross’s algebra is a special case of the

reflective algebra.

To our knowledge, Stonebraker et al. [S+84,

S+87] were the first to (informally) investigate

the treatment of programs as data in the field of

databases. They argued that a wide range of ap-

plications can benefit from procedural data. All

these applications can easily be formalized in the

reflective algebra. Our model can also be helpful in

the related, but more recent issue of manipulation

of methods in object-oriented database systems.

This extended abstract is organized as follows.

In Section 2, we introduce our model for reflec-

tive programming in the relational algebra. In Sec-

tion 3, we establish the connection between reflec-

tion and bounded looping, and determine the com-

plexit y of the reflective algebra. In Section 4, we

discuss the applicability of reflection in the con-

text of data dictionaries, Ross’s work, the work

of Stonebraker et al., and method manipulation in

object-orient ed database syst ems.

2 Extending the relational alge-

bra with reflection

In this section, we define a query language based on

the relational algebra, and show how programs in

this language can be stored in relations. We then

int reduce the reflective evaluation operation.

We will use the following version of the relational

database model. We assume disjoint, count ably in-

finite sets of attribute names and relation names. A

relation scheme is a finite set of attribute names. A

database scheme S is a finite set of relation names,

in which each relation name R has an associated

relation scheme ~(l?).

We further assume that each attribute name A

has an associated domain, dom(A), of data ele-

ments (also called constants). Given a relation

scheme ~, a tuple over T is a mapping t on T such

that, for each A ~ r, t(A) c dom(A). A relation

over ~ is a finite set of tuples over ~. Finally, given

a database scheme S, a database instance over S is

a mapping 1 on S such that for each 1? c S, 1(R)

is a relation over T(R).

We will use the relational algebra-based query

language A defined in [Cha81]. Programs in d

are sequences of statements. Each statement has

the form ‘X := E’, where X is a variable and E

is a term. Each variable X has an associated re-

lation scheme 7(X), and can take relations over

T(X) as values. Each term is one of the follow-

ing. A relation name (taken from an arbitrary but

fixed database scheme $) is a term; a constant one-

attribute one-tuple relation, of the form {(A : a)}

where A is an attribute name and a c dom(A),

is a term; a variable is a term; if X, Xl, X2 are

variables, then Xl U X2 is a term (union), and so

are Xl – X2 (difference), Xl w X2 (join), TA (X)

(projecting out attribute A), OA=B(X) (selection

for equality of attributes A and B), and p~i~f (X)

(renaming of attribute A to A’).

The semantics of d programs is obvious. In par-

ticular, when we apply a program to a database

instance 1 over S, the relation names take their

values from 1, the variables are initialized to the
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1) xl := R; 6) & := X4 ~ X5;

‘2) X2 := {(P : Fred)}; 7) X7 := ~Cl(X6);

3) x3 := xl C4X2,; 8) X3 := X3 U X7;

4) x4 := pc/cf(x3); 9) X$ := 7rp(x3).
5) x5 := pp/c/(xl);

Figure 1: Program of Example 2.1

empty relation, and the statements are executed in

order. Since terms are typed (i.e., have an associ-

ated relation scheme), typing errors can occur, in

which case the term evaluates to the empty rela-

tion by default. The final result of the program

execution is, again by default, the value of the last

statement.

Example 2.1 Consider a database containing a

parent-child relation R with attributes {F’, C}. The

program shown in Figure 1 computes, in variable

X8, the set of all children and grandchildren of

Fred. The statements are numbered for easy refer-

ence.

In Lisp, reflective programming is facilitated by

the uniform format in which both programs and

data are represented, namely lists. Lisp has the

reflective eval operator which takes a list as argu-

ment and executes this list, interpreted as a pro-

gram. If we define a format in which programs can

be stored as relations, we can define an analogous

reflective operation for the relational algebra.

Example 2.2 The program shown in Figure 1 can

be stored in a relation over the attributes {id, next-

id, var, op, att-1, att-2, arg-1, arg-2, rel, const}, as

shown in Figure 2. There is a tuple for each state-

ment, cent aining, where applicable, the assigned-to

variable var, the algebra operator op, the possible

attribute parameter(s) att-1, att-2 of the operator,

and the argument(s) arg-1, arg-2. Note how state-

ments 1 and 2, which have no operator, have their

own encoding format. Finally, every stat ement has

an identifier and a pointer to the identifier of the

next statement. Non-applicable entries are filled

with a special blank symbol ‘ ‘.

Inspired by the above example, we call the re-

lation scheme {id, nezt-id, var, op, att-1, att-2,

arg-1, arg-2, rel, const] the program scheme. Re-

lations over the program scheme can be used to

store A programs. The domain of the identifier at-

tributes id and next-id is equal to Did, a count ably

infinite universe of identifier values. We will of-

ten use natural numbers for this purpose. Further-

more, dorn(op) equals {U, –, M, ~,p, a}; dom(att-1)

and dom( att-2) equal the set of attrilmt e names;

dom(var), dom(arg-1), and dom(arg-2) equal the

set of variables; and dorn ( rel) and dom( const)

equal the set of relation names and the set of con-

stants, respectively. To be entirely correct, the

blank symbol should be added to all of the shove

domains. We will refer to these domains, with the

exception of the domain dorn( const ) of constants,

as the lexical domains.

We are now ready to define the evaluation oper-

ator, leading to the reflective algebra 7?d. Recall

the definition of syntax and semantics of A given

in the beginning of this section.

Definition 2.3 A term of 72A is either a term of

A, or an expression of the form ‘eval(X)’, where X

is a variable such that T(X) is the program scheme.

The semantics of the evaluation operator is the fol-

lowing. If r is a program relation cent aining an A

program F’, then eval(r) equals the result of ex-

ecuting P. If r does not contain a syntactically

correct A program, eval(r) equals 0 by default.

Importantly, relations containing programs need

not be stored in advance in the database. Indeed,

the evaluation operator applies to an arbitrary

variable. Hence, program relations can be con-

structed just like any other relation, using A state-

ments. Programs used to construct program rela-

tions will be called rneta-programs. For example, it

is straightforward to write an A meta-program that

assembles the program relation shown in Figure 2

from the constant relations {(id, l)}, {(var, X4)},

{(op, M)}, etc. However, if identifier values are

only drawn from a priori given constants, only pro-

gram relations with length bounded by a constant

(i.e., the number of different identifier constants ap-

pearing in the meta-program) can be constructed.

It can be shown that the eval of programs con-

structed in this simple manner would be merely an

abbreviation mechanism which can be simulated in

A itself.
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id next-id var OP att-1 att-2 arq-1 arq-2 rel const

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Figure 2: Program of Figure 1 stored in a relation

Indeed, a key potential of reflection is that pro-

grams can be specified whose structure or length

cannot be a priori determined, but rather depends

on the actual database instance to which the meta-

program is applied. To this end, we need to

add a mechanism to generate a number of new

identifiers that is not bounded a priori. Since

identifier creation is already well-st udled in the

context of object-oriented query languages (e.g.,

[AK89, HY90]), we can simply adapt it to our con-

text. Concretely:

Definition 2.4 We further extend ‘RA with terms

‘YC (X)’, where X is a variable and C is an at-

tribute name with dom (C) = Did. The semantics

of the ~ operator is as follows. For relation r, Ye(r)

is obtained by extending ~ with a new column C,

cent aining a distinct new identifier value for each

tuple.

So, informally, identifier generation ~c is the

“converse” of projection TC.

Example 2.5 Assume the database scheme con-

t ains a relation name R with unary relation scheme

7(R) = {A}, The following Rd program shows

how, starting from 2 a priori given identifiers, 2n

new ones can be generated, where n is the size of

the R relation in the database instance:

Xl := {(id : l)}; X3 := X2 CdR;

Xz :=X1 U {(id : 2)}; X4 := ~c(x~).

The result of this program applied

R relation is shown in Figure 3.

to a particular

Fred

idAC

lull

2a12

X4= 1 b 13

2b14

1C15

2c16

Figure 3: Illustration of identifier-generating pro-

gram from Example 2.5

It will be convenient to assume that a linear

order is known on the domain Did of identifiers.

Since Did is typically implemented using system-

generated natural numbers, this assumption is gen-

erally harmless. The order can be accessed by al-

lowing in 7i!A also selections of the form UA<B,

where A and B are attribute names with dorn(A) =

do?’n(lq = Did. Moreover, as illustrated by Ex-

ample 2.5, we will make the technical assumption

that the 7 operator generates the new identifiers

in increasing order, grouped according to the non-

identifier columns of its argument relation. Also

this assumption is easy to implement in practice.

It will become clear that we will make only a mod-

est use of the above two assumptions. The only

reason why we need them is that the statements in

a program relation must be linearly ordered.

3 Reflection and bounded loop-

ing

In this section, we show that the expressive power

of 72A is closely related to that of f?d, the re-
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lational algebra augmented with bounded looping

[Cha81]. We also determine the complexity of Rd.

Formally, l?A extends A with a for construct, as

follows.

Definition 3.1 Let P be an A program, and let

X be a variable. Then ‘for [Xl do P od’ is an

allowed statement in L?A. Its semantics is that P

is repeated n times, where n is the cardinality of

the value of X upon entry of the loop.

Example 3.2 Recall from Example 2.1 the pro-

gram P computing the children and grandchildren

of Fred. We can adapt this program to compute

all descendants of Fred, by surrounding the main

body of the program with a for-loop as follows:

(statement numbers refer to statements of .P)

1; 2;

for IXI \ do

3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8

od;

9

We show the following:

Theorem 3.3 The f?d statement for [Xl do P

od can be simulated in %4.

Proof: We only sketch the proof. First, we con-

struct in variable Xl a program relation for P.

Then, using essentially the technique illustrated in

Example 2.5, we generate n copies of Xl in program

relation variable X2, where n is the cardinality of

the current value of X. Using the linear order on

identifiers, we link the n copies together, yielding

one single program that equals the n-fold composi-

tion of -F’ with itself. The latter program is finally

executed using eval, with the desired effect. u

Theorem 3.3 shows that bounded looping can be

simulated by run-time program construction and

execution. Of course, one cannot expect the ver-

batim converse to this theorem to hold. Indeed,

in an application of eval(X), X could hold an ar-

bitrary program relation stored in the database.

In this case we do not have any clue as to how

the program stored in X looks like. Hence, prov-

ing that general reflection can be simulated in BA

would imply that one can construct an interpreter

for A in f?d. But this is implausible, since the

21

expression complexity of A is PSPACE-complete,

while the data complexity of t3A is PTIME [\’ar82].

The existence of an interpreter for A in BA would

therefore imply that PTIME equals PSPACE. In

[SVGG93], it was shown that A programs can be

interpreted using bounded looping on nested rela-

tions of nesting depth 1. The data complexity of

the latter construct is EXPTIME-complete.

However, we can disregard the interpreting

power of reflection, and view it exclusively as a

tool to execute A programs that are constructed

at run-time. We can make this formal by the fol-

lowing two assumptions.

1.

2.

Lexical-freeness: The lexical domains (cfr. the

discussion after Example 2.2) used to con-

struct program relations are disjoint from the

data domains used in the “ordinary” relations

stored in the database.

Constant-freeness: Constants do not appear in

the program relations to which eval is applied.

This can be easily checked at run-time in A;

the corwt column must be completely blank.

Note that the proof of Theorem 3.3 remains valid

under these assumptions. Note also that the as-

sumptions do not prevent that the structure or

length of the constructed programs can depend on

the contents of the stored relations. Finally, note

that constant-freeness neither prevents the use of

a fixed, finite number of constant relations in the

program relations. For instance, in Figure 2, we

can always assume that there is a constant rela-

tion {(P : Fred)} (with that name) stored in the

database. We can now prove the following converse

to Theorem 3.3:

Theorem 3.4 On databases over lexical-free do-

mains, every constant-free eval-statement occur-

ring in an 72A program can be simulated in BA.

Proof: We only sketch the argument. Let Q

be an %?A program , and consider a statement:

Xl := eval(X2) occurring in Q. First, we check

that X2 indeed contains a (constant-flee) A pro-

gram P. Next, we execute P. Finally, we assign to

Xl the result of this execution, i.e., the result of the

last statement. In this proof sketch we focus on the

second step. The execution of .P is simulated using



-. . . . .. . ..
We conclude this section with a remark. We did

only consider one-level reflection in %?A; the pro-

grams that are executed dynamically using eval are

d programs and hence do not in turn contain ap-

plications of the eval operator. Similarly, the body

of a for-loop in BA is an A program and does not

cent ain a for-loop in turn. Extensions to deeper

levels of reflection and looping are an interesting

direction for further research. In this respect, we

would like to point out that, to our knowledge, it

is an open problem whether nesting of for-loops

yields a strict increase in expressive power.

a for-loop, which repeatedly takes the next state-

ment from P and executes it. There is only a finite

number of possibilities for the statement. Indeed,

it is constant-free, and by the lexical-free domain

assumption, is built up from the finite number of

lexical symbols explicitly appearing as constants in

Q. Hence, the statement can be executed after in-

spect ion by a constant number of if-then-else tests.

More specifically, the loop has the following struc-

ture:

x := X2;
for lX2\ do

/“ put in S the first statement remaining in X “/

S:= {t E X [ 13! 6 X : t’(nezt-id) = t(id)};

x:=x–s;
/’ let S = {t} “/

if t(var) = ‘Y;’ then

ift(op) = ‘w’ then

if t(arg-1) = ‘Yj’ then

if t( arg-2) = ‘Yk’ then

y:= Yjcu Yk

else . . .

else . . .

else . . .

else . . .

od

The tuple relational calculus formula and the

if-then-else tests are only shorthands and can be

translated into d. D

Note that the simulation procedures of Theo-

rems 3.3 and 3.4 yield reductions in constant space

and logarithmic space, respectively. Furthermore,

the output size of the first reduction is linear, and

that of the second is polynomial. From these ob-

servations and the preceding discussion, we obtain:

Corollary 3.5 1. The data complexity of unre-

2.

stricted 2A is PSPA CE-complete, being the

expression complexity of A. (The expression

complexity is in EXPSPA CE.)

The data complexity and expression complexity

of constant- and lexical-free 12A is PTIME-

complete and EXPTIME, respectively, being

the data complexity and expression complexity

of t?A . •1

4 Applications

In this section, we discuss the applicability of the

reflective algebra, and situate it within related

work. The proofs of the claims are omitted.

4.1 Data dictionaries

Recall that a program relation is built up from lezi-

cal domain elements that make up the program the

relation cent sins. Two particular kinds of lexical

symbols are relation names and attribute names.

These symbols are not only useful for program

relations; they can also be used to describe the

database scheme. In fact, most relational database

systems store a description of the database scheme

in a relation called the data dictionary. Using the

reflective algebra, we can better exploit the pres-

ence of the data dictionary.

Consider the data dictionary shown in Figure 4

(left). Now consider the query “What is known

about John?” As answer to this query, we want

all triples ( rel : R, att : A, val : v), such that the

R relation contains a tuple t in which ‘John’ ap-

pears, and t(A) = v. An illustration is given in

Figure 4 (right). For every fixed database scheme,

this query can be expressed in the relational al-

gebra: we use the program consisting of all state-

ments of the form

X := X’u{(rei : R)} w {(att : A)} w lTAOA~=John(@

where R is a relation name of the scheme and A, A’

are attributes in T(R). This program depends on

the scheme.

However, in the reflective algebra, we can write

one single program that will work for any scheme.



Id att val

rel att

Persons name

Persons age

Children parent

Children child

Hobbies person

Hobbies hobby

Figure 4: Left: Example of a data dictionary. ‘Right:

dictionary. (John’s age is 24, has children Steve and

The idea is to write a meta-program that con-

structs the above program only at run time, by ac-

cessing the data dictionary. The program can then

be executed using eval. The result, but no longer

the query itself, will still depend on the scheme

(and the contents) of the database under consider-

ation.

Recently, Ross [Ros92] proposed a model and an

algebra supporting databases where not only the

data dictionary, but also other relations can con-

tain relation names. Ross’s algebra extends the

relational algebra with the ezpansion operator cr.

Slightly adapted to the present context, this oper-

ator takes a relation scheme ~ as parameter and a

unary relation r as argument, and replaces every

relation name R with 7(R) = ~ appearing in r by

its associated relation. It should be clear that, us-

ing a similar technique as described above, we can

express the a operator in the reflective algebra.

Some relational database systems also store view

definitions in a data dictionary relation. Rather

than (relation name, attribute name) pairs, this re-

lation contains (view name, view definition) pairs.

The view definitions are often (equivalent to) d

programs. Hence, in our model, we store them not

in the dictionary itself, but in program relations

that have the same name as the view name. In-

terestingly, we can then translate a program which

uses views to an 7?A program that looks up the

definition of each view only at run time, using the

view dictionary and Ross’s a operator.

4.2 Procedural data

Storing programs as data has been investigated

earlier by Stonebraker et al. [S 84, S+ 87]. In a

Persons name John

Persons age 24

Children parent John

Children child Steve

Children child Iris

Hobbies person John

Hobbies hobby ping-pong

Hobbies hobby math

All that is known about John in a database over this

Iris, etc.)

practical context, they proposed a system, called

QUEL+, allowing QUEL programs to be stored

as strings in t uple components and executed dy-

namically. QUEL+ can easily be formalized in the

reflective algebra.

Recall the Persons-Hobbies database from the

previous discussion. In QUEL+, we could add

an attribute hobbies to the Persons relation, con-

taining a QUEL program retrieving all hobbies

of a specific person. A typical tuple in this

extended Persons relation would be (name :

John, age : 24, hobbies : Q), where Q is the

QUEL query: retrieve Hobbies. hobby where

person=param-1. To find all age-hobby pairs, we

can then use the QUEL+ query:

retrieve (Persons. age,

Persons. hobbies with name)

The with operator binds the parameter of the ex-

ecuted queries.

To model the above example, we store Q in a

program relation. The selection ‘person= param- 1’

is expressed using a join with a constant holding,

initially, the literal symbol ‘param- 1). The above

QUEL+ query is then expressed by constructing,

for each person in the Persons relation a copy of Q

where param- 1 is replaced by the person’s name,

and to which a join with the person’s age is at-

t ached. Finally, using identifier generation, the

programs thus obtained are united into one sin-

gle program, which is finally executed using eval.

Note that in this simple example, every Person tu-

ple contains the same QUEL query Q. This need

not be the case in general.

Stonebraker et al. argued that using procedural

data, unnormalized (nested) relations and complex



objects can be represented. For example, the pro-

cedural field hobbies can be alternatively viewed as

a nested relation.

However, the manipulative aspect of this repre-

sentation has not yet been considered. For exam-

ple, one could think of the above-stated QUEL+

program as unnesting the hobbies field. For more

complex operations however, simple execution of

stored procedures is not always sufficient, and one

needs the ability to construct new procedures. As

stressed from the outset, the reflective algebra

supports such constructions. As a simple exam-

ple, the nesting V{B}(.R) of a relation R(A, B) can

be constructed as the program relation containing

rB(_R N {(A : param-1)}).

4.3 Manipulation of methods

in 00DBS

In object-oriented database systems [KL89], ob-

jects have not only data attributes but also pro-

cedural attributes, called methods. Just like the

view dictionary discussed in Section 4.1, it would

be interesting if these methods can be stored in the

database itself. If the methods are implemented

using the relational algebra (e.g., [H S89]), we can

again store them in program relations.

The reflective algebra can now be used to model

applications that require the construction of de-

rived met hod implement ations from existing ones.

For example, consider an 00DB application where

different persons can have different implementa-

tions of the hobbies method, due to overriding.

Each person tuple cent ains the name of the pro-

gram relation containing its method implementa-

tion. Suppose we now want to define a view con-

sisting of all married couples, having a method hob-

bies which returns the union of the hobbies of the

husband and those of the wife. To do this, we need

to construct for each couple a new program that

computes the union of the results of two other pro-

grams. This construction

reflective algebra.

5 Conclusion

can be carried out in the

The ideas presented in this paper can serve as the

beginning of a more comprehensive investigation of

the representation, manipulation, and execution of

programs (queries, procedures, methods, . ..) that

are stored in the database together with “ordinary”

data. Noteworthy is that in thk context, the notion

of expression complexity becomes equally impor-

t ant as the conventional notion of dat a complexity.

An interesting open problem, inspired by a remark

made by Beeri, is: How can we extend the notion

of comput able query [CH80] in this setting? From

a more practical perspective, it would be useful to

design synt attic variants of 73A (or other reflec-

tive database languages) that are more amenable

to static type checking, an issue which we have ig-

nored in this paper.
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